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Abstract—Computational trust aims to quantify trust and is
studied by many disciplines including computer science, social
sciences and business science. We propose a formal computational
trust model, including its parameters and operations on these
parameters, as well as a step by step guide to compute trust in a
real application. We make a distinction between trust statements
that aim to capture the truth of a dynamic phenomenon and trust
statements that aim to capture the truth of a static phenomenon.
We elaborate on how this difference should be reflected in trust
computation. To this end we apply a dynamic base rate (prior
trust) as an alternative to the widely used fixed base rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

In life we always have to make decisions to make progress.
For example, when leaving home, we need to decide whether
we should take an umbrella or not. This decision is not just
about whether it is raining right now, it is also about whether it
is going to be rainy in the rest of the day. Consider Alice, who
has to walk 30 minutes from home to work every morning,
and who makes such judgment call by peeking outside through
a window to see if it is currently raining or not. In doing so,
Alice intrinsically trusts that “The weather, if it is not rainy
right now, will remain dry for the next half hour”. When Alice
experiences no rain during a walk towards work, her trust in
the above statement will be reinforced. If Alice finds out, after
a few days, that she is getting wet even though it was dry
when leaving home, she will lose trust. Hence, Alice builds
and loses trust in this statement based on direct observations
on the truth of the statement.

Many times an assessment of the truth of a statement is
not readily available and we make use of what we consider
to be relevant knowledge, that is knowledge coming from
observations and our understanding of the system, to make an
assessment. For this case, the following example illustrates a
different way in which trust can be built and lost. Assume that
the chief of surgery Bob in a hospital is interested in the truth
of the statement “Doctor Yang is a brilliant heart surgeon.” Bob
will then probably attend operations performed by Dr. Yang
and, over time, will build trust or distrust in the statement.
In doing so, in every operation Bob may look at factors like
the difficulty of the operation, the behavior of Dr. Yang in
the operation room and the outcome (failure, success, partial
success). Thus, Bob does not directly observe the excellence,
but instead observes clues about the phenomenon and has to
make a judgment based on that. Note that Bob may value a
partial success in a difficult operation more than a complete

success in a trivial operation. Bob may disregard an operation
with a negative outcome if he thinks that some other factor
than the doctor’s ability played a dominant role. On the other
hand, if the chief of surgery was another person and not Bob,
she could have approached this completely differently.

As also illustrated by this example, trust is not (necessar-
ily) a property of the phenomenon under consideration like
probability, but rather a subjective interpretation of it. It is
subjective, i.e. different trustors can build and lose trust in
different ways, even though trust is most of the time tied to
observations and even experiments. In [4] we defined trust as
“the degree of justifiable belief a trustor has that, in a given
context, a trustee will live up to a given set of statements about
its behavior.” Computational trust provides a framework for
an assessment by the trustor of the truth of a trust statement
P that looks like “The trustee T satisfies a predicate ℘ within
context c in the time period δ”. Hence, a trust statement is
given by the tuple P = (T, ℘, c, δ). The notation can be
mapped to an example trust statement as follows.

In practical settings, observing the truth of P directly may
not be possible and only clues about the truth of P may be
available through observations, as illustrated by the hospital
example.

In this paper we present a formalization of computational
trust, that is applicable in such practical settings. The proposed
computational trust model describes the details of the individ-
ual steps that need to be taken in computing trust for practical
problems and mimics the properties of real-life trust.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II lays out the
requirements for the proposed trust model, its model param-
eters and operations on these parameters. Section III gives a
short background of Bayesian inference. Section IV provides a
review of the literature. Section V discusses the concepts of the
proposed computational trust model; trust statement, evidence,
evidence update and uncertainty in detail. Section VI gives
examples of the proposed trust model. Section VII concludes
the paper and gives future research directions.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTATIONAL TRUST MODEL

The proposed computational trust model mimics the follow-
ing properties of real-life trust.
• Trust is maintained by a trustor on the truth of a statement
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to a specific context and time frame. The trust statement
may describe a fixed phenomenon (e.g. fairness of a dice)
or a dynamic phenomenon (e.g. the excellence of Dr.
Yang) which may change over time.

• The trustor relies on direct or indirect observations on the
truth of such statement to build evidence and reevaluate
trust. Observed successes and failures are not necessarily
treated equally in updating the evidence. For some trust
statements failures count heavier than successes, while
for others it is the other way around.

• A lack of evidence (e.g. initially) implies uncertainty.
• The trustor has an initial (default) level of trust that loses

importance with increasing evidence. Eventually, the trust
converges to a value independent of the initial state.

• The impact of a given observation on trust may change
over time: it may gradually become less relevant as time
goes by. Alternatively, it may also stick forever.

• Trust is subjective. Different trustors may have different
observations on the same phenomenon or they may even
interpret the same observations differently; e.g. what
seems like a success to one trustor may seem like a failure
to another trustor. As a result they may develop different
levels of trust. The interpretation of uncertainty by the
trustor is also subjective.

Based on these properties, the proposed computational trust
model shall have the following parameters and the operations
on these parameters.

• The model quantifies trust of a trustor A on the truth of
a trust statement P = (T, ℘, c, δ). In practice, the context
c and the time interval δ may be implicit.

• The inputs to this model are domain knowledge and
measurements. The domain knowledge specifies the types
of measurements that are relevant for determining the
truth of P and helps to evaluate these measurements. A
trustor is free to choose any one of these measurement
types. Measurements (mA

P,i)
N
i=1 (i: measurement index)

are not necessarily in the form of direct experiments on
the truth of P . They can also be on parameters that give
clues about the truth of P . Across different trustors the
actual values of measurements and even the measurement
type chosen (one of the alternatives given by domain
knowledge) may vary.

• Measurements (mA
P,i)

N
i=1 are mapped to observations

(oAP,i)
N
i=1 about P . Such observation is subjective to

trustor A and aims to determine to what extent the
measurement hints at the truth of P . An observation is
a real number in the range [0, 1], with 1 representing a
strong hint.

oAP,i = V A(mA
P,i)

• A history of observations (oAP,i)
N
i=1 is mapped to what we

call positive evidence pAP,i ∈ R+
0 = [0,∞), and negative

evidence nAP,i ∈ R+
0 . Upon the ith observation the pair

(pAP,i, n
A
P,i) is a function of pAP,i−1, nAP,i−1 and oAP,i. The

amounts of positive and negative evidence taken from an

observation are subjective, i.e. these may differ across
trust models of individual trustors.

• In cases where the state (of the truth of P ) is known to
be dynamic, a lack of observations over a given period
of time increases uncertainty.

• Before any measurements, the trustor A has a prior trust
aA regarding the trust statement. The weight WA of aA

in determining trust is also subjective. The inputs to the
trust computation are pAP,i, n

A
P,i, a

A and WA.
• The output of the computational trust model after the ith

observation is a trust value tvAP,i, a real number in [0,1]. It
is dynamically adjusted with every piece of new evidence
(based on observations on new measurements).

The model we propose satisfying these properties is a Bayesian
trust model, i.e. trust is considered as a subjective probability
and computed based on Bayesian inference. Some rules and
parameters are up to the subjective choice of the trustor, and
we provide examples for those.

In this paper, the trust statements of interest are those that
can not be partitioned into simpler trust statements with the
available information. Combining trust, or combining evidence
coming from different sources is out of the scope of this paper.

III. BACKGROUND: BAYESIAN INFERENCE

In this paper, a trust value is seen as subjective probability
and is computed by making use of Bayesian inference. In this
section, we briefly describe what is relevant for computational
trust but will not be going too much into the details of
Bayesian probability theory as treated in [12]. In Bayesian
probability theory, the posterior probability of a random event
is the conditional probability after taking the evidence into
account. Trust value in favor of one of the outcomes of a
binomial event can be seen as the expected value of the
posterior probability distribution for this binomial event given
a prior trust.

Consider an experiment with 2 outcomes, success S and
failure F . Let the probability of success be p(S) = θ ∈ [0, 1],
which also can be treated as a random variable with a certain
distribution. The parameter θ needs to be estimated based
on evidence D, a sequence of trials. According to Bayes’
rule, the posterior distribution can be obtained from the prior
distribution p(θ) and the likelihood via the equation [12]:

p(θ|D) =
p(D|θ)p(θ)∫
p(D|θ′)p(θ′)dθ′

(1)

where p(θ|D) stands for the likelihood. Sometimes, prior and
posterior distributions are of the same type. This is called
conjugacy between the likelihood and the prior distribution.
For a binomial event, the likelihood function is the binomial
likelihood function L(θ|n, k) =

(
n
k

)
θk(1−θ)n−k, where n and

k denote the numbers of trials and successes, respectively. The
function L(θ|n, k) and a beta prior Beta(α, β) are conjugates
with the posterior Beta(k+α, β+n−k). A beta distribution
is therefore convenient, as it gives intuition about how the
likelihood function affects a prior distribution. Beta(α, β) is



a continuous distribution on [0, 1] of a random variable Z,
whose probability density function (PDF) is:

f(z;α, β) =
1

B(α, β)
zα−1(1− z)β−1

where α and β are two positive shape parameters and B(α, β)
is a constant to ensure the PDF integrates to 1. The expected
value of the beta distribution with random variable Z and
parameters α, β is known to be:

E[Z] =

∫ 1

0

zf(z;α, β)dz =
α

α+ β
(2)

Hence the expected value of Beta(k+α, β+n−k) is k+α
n+α+β .

For a positive constant γ, for which α′ = γα, β′ = γβ,
the expected value of the Beta distribution with shape param-
eters (α′, β′) will also be α

α+β . For larger values of γ, the
distribution will be narrower (with less variance around α

α+β ).

IV. TRUST LITERATURE

Trust has been the subject of many scientific studies not only
in computer science, but also in different disciplines such as
social sciences [6] and philosophy [3].

Trust can be understood as “an attitude of an agent who
believes that another agent has a given property” [7]. Thus it
is not a property of just the trustee, but of the trustor and the
trustee together. A widely used definition of Gambetta is [8]:
“Trust is a particular level of the subjective probability with
which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents
will perform a particular action, both before he can monitor
such action and in a context in which it affects its own action”.
The perception of trust as subjective probability is common,
which is also the standing point here: we see computational
trust as a data driven input-output mechanism, which provides
a prediction or expectation of subjective probability. Some of
the other approaches are fuzzy approaches, and multi-criteria
decision making based approaches, and these are compared in
[1].

There have been several attempts to formalise trust as a
computational concept. Some iexamples are [2], [18], [19],
[22], and [25]. Audun Jøsang studied trust in great detail
through the years ( [14], [15], [16], [17]) via subjective logic,
which he founded, and collected his work in a recent book
[18]. Different trust formalization methods serve different
purposes. Trust is a psychological phenomenon mostly and it is
subjective. Hence, it is hard to map it to physical process and
analyze objectively, and come up with a natural benchmark
for formal trust models [18]. The inputs to a trust model
can be data coming from measurements, experiment outputs,
experiences, referrals or a collection of ratings. For example,
in social sciences, trust is measured via rating systems or
scales [24]. A similar approach can be taken, e.g., for trust
assessment in social networks [23].

We do not study general trust, i.e. trust has a scope
determined by a predicate and an associated context in this
paper. General trust and situational trust are distinguished also
in the literature. For example, [22] introduces a top-down

approach where situational trust is obtained from general trust,
but weighted according to utility and importance factors. Our
proposed approach is to collect the relevant evidence for a
defined trust scope, which is bottom-up.

Evindence continuity, i.e. not being limited to a set of
discrete values of evidence was studied in [14], [15], [25].

Trust is not static, hence a computed trust value should
be revised based on new evidence. The relationship between
evidence and time is critical and not all available evidence may
be equally relevant at all times. This is described as aging of
evidence in [25], as forgetting in [14], as longetivity in [15],
[16] and was reflected to trust computation in [4]. In this paper
we give a step by step guide to computational trust and relate
the update rules to the nature of the predicate; we distinguish
the cases where aging of evidence is relevant from the cases
where evidence does not age.

Augmenting trust with machine learning is a trending ap-
proach (see [28], [30]) for example in social networks or
distributed systems. In [20], neural networks are proposed as
a method to compute trust in multi-agent systems, and this
is studied in [21]. In peer to peer systems, Bayesian network
based trust management models can be used, and in [9], a
distributed learning method is used to model the behaviors
of peers based on their behavior history. There are recent
studies about computational trust in the field of trust in social
networks [10], [26] and in the Internet of Things (IoT) [11].
Trust in ubiquitous computing is often studied via a model
called CertainTrust [25]. In [13], behavioral computer science
is considered as the domain to apply computational trust where
Artificial Intelligence (AI), IoT and behavioral sciences meet.
With the advances in IoT and AI, there is more interaction
among intelligent machines or between humans and intelligent
machines. Therefore, trust across machines, trust of humans
to machines and vice versa are of potential interest.

V. A FORMALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED
COMPUTATIONAL TRUST MODEL

The proposed computational trust model is depicted in
Figure 1. This model is an extension of existing Bayesian
trust models ( [18], [25], [27], etc.). This section describes the
steps towards trust value computation.

A. Step 1: Definition of a Trust Statement

The trust statement P is either true or false and its subject is
the trustee T . The predicate ℘ narrows down the scope of trust
and the relevant domain knowledge, and is associated with a
time horizon δ of validity for trust. This time horizon follows
the time instance ti of last observation oAP,i and is given by

δ = [ti + ∆1, ti + ∆2]

where ∆1 and ∆2 are non-negative real numbers (∆2 ≥ ∆1).
When ∆2 is greater than zero we say that the trust statement
P looks to the future. If both ∆1 and ∆2 are zero we say that
P looks to the present.

We distinguish the trust statements where the nature of the
phenomenon remains constant (see example 1 in Section VI)



Trust statement P

Measurement Domain knowledge: UA, V A, aA, WAmA
P,i

EvaluationV A : MP → OP

ObservationoAP,i = V A(mA
P,i)

Evidence updateUA : R+
0 × R+

0 ×OP → R+
0 × R+

0

Updated evidence(pAP,i, n
A
P,i)

Previous evidence

(pAP,i−1, n
A
P,i−1)

Trust computation

Trust value tvAP,i

Fig. 1: Recipe for trust value computation

from the cases where it may change over time (see example
2 in Section VI). In the former (a type-1 trust statement),
observations throughout the history are equally relevant. In the
latter (a type-2 trust statement), the chronological order in the
observation history (memory) is important and contributions of
individual observations to the evidence may vary. For example,
observations may become less relevant as they get older,
emphasizing the impact of the most recent observations on the
overall evidence. Different trustors can interpret the domain
knowledge differently to determine their use of memory in
computing trust accordingly. Typical examples of type-2 trust
statements are regarding time series data whose values need
to remain inside (or outside) critical intervals.

The trust statement can refer to a phenomenon that can
be directly observed or to something that has to be inferred
(such as occupancy detection without being able to see the
room using, e.g. temperature sensors). In the former, the trust
statement refers to the future, otherwise the problem becomes
trivial. In the latter, the trust statement can refer to the present
or to the future (both cases being non-trivial), inferring from
relevant observations.

B. Step 2: Evaluating Measurements

The next step in the trust computation is an evaluation of
measurements; i.e. a mapping from measurements (mA

P,i)
N
i=1

to observations (oAP,i)
N
i=1. For type-2 predicates where the

nature of the phenomenon is changing it is typical to schedule
measurements at time intervals of equal length. However, in
practice some of these measurements may be missing (e.g.
due to measurement failures), as well as the corresponding
observations. Missing observations should lead to reduced
(positive and negative) evidence and contribute to uncertainty.
For example, we may have a high level of trust that Dr. Yang is
an excellent surgeon now, but we should not maintain the same
level of trust over several years if we have no observations in
between.

The value oAP,i quantifies success for the ith observation
with the mapping V A : MP → OP where MP is the measure-

ment space and OP ⊆ [0, 1] ∪ {−1} is the observation space.
Here oAP,i = 1 means absolute success and oAP,i = 0 means
absolute failure for that observation. Any value of oAP,i between
0 and 1 refers to a partial success. For some measurements,
for example coin tosses, the measurements are only absolute
successes or failures. For some others, for example in case of
movie ratings, there is partial success. For practicality, range is
extended to include {−1}, representing a missing observation.
Missing the ith observation gives oAP,i = −1.

Considering a trust statement P and its negation ¬P ,
when the same set of measurements are taken into account
(mA

P,i = mA
¬P,i), there is symmetry around positive and

negative evidence. For a successfully performed measurement
the following holds:

oP,i = 1− o¬P,i

For example consider the trust statement ¬P that “The
machine is not working properly”. The measurement mA

P,i is
the warmth of the machine where a high temperature is a sign
of malfunctioning. One can say if the machine is sizzling, the
high temperature measurement leads to a success observation
for ¬P , i.e. o¬P,i = 1. On the other hand, for the statement P
that “The machine is working properly”, the same observation
is considered a failure observation, i.e. oP,i = (1−o¬P,i) = 0.

C. Step 3: Collecting and Updating Evidence

Observations (oAP,i)
N
i=1 are mapped to positive evidence

pAP,i ∈ R+
0 , and negative evidence nAP,i ∈ R+

0 . Their values
are updated using a trustor-specific update rule (a.k.a. update
function) UA after each observation.

In [4], different types of update rules were discussed, for
discrete and continuous observations and a list of requirements
were also given. Here, we underline the fact that the require-
ments depend on the nature of the phenomenon we are making
a trust assessment over. For type-1 trust statements, all the
evidence is equally relevant. For type-2 trust statements, more
recent observations will typically be more relevant.

The update rule UA : R+
0 ×R+

0 ×OP → R+
0 ×R+

0 updates
evidence taking the observations into account. It is designed to
make sure that more relevant observations contribute more to
the computed evidence (so evidence is not necessarily mono-
tonically increasing). The update rule can also incorporate
the fact that there are missing observations or initial lack of
knowledge into trust computation.

(pAP,i, n
A
P,i) = UA(pAP,i−1, n

A
P,i−1, o

A
P,i)

(pAP,0, n
A
P,0) = (0, 0), pAP,i ≥ 0, nAP,i ≥ 0 ∀i

Update rules are subjective, i.e. they vary across trustors
and their computational trust models. The following is a list
of some cases where different update rules are relevant.

1) Updates for type-1 trust statement: The update rule
should satisfy the following:
• Every observation is equally important and evidence does

not wear out. That is, the times or the order of the
observations do not matter.



• Missing observations do not imply additional uncertainty.
• Positive and negative evidence are monotonically increas-

ing and can not be negative.
An update rule capturing this is as follows:

pAP,i =

{
pAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

pAP,i−1 + oAP,i otherwise
,

nAP,i =

{
nAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

nAP,i−1 + (1− oAP,i) otherwise

(3)

In case of discrete output, the total evidence is the number of
recorded measurements, and positive evidence is the number
of success outcomes among these. An example trust statement
for a given fixed coin is “The next toss of the coin will yield
heads”, for which it is fair to assume that the nature (i.e. the
bias) of the coin does not change over time.

2) Update for type-2 trust statements: The update rule
should satisfy the following:
• The order of observations matters.
• More recent observations should have more impact on

the (relevant) evidence.
• Missing observations imply additional uncertainty and

shall reduce the positive evidence and the negative ev-
idence at the same rate.

• Positive and negative evidence are not necessarily mono-
tonically increasing and can not be negative.

Various update rules can capture these properties. This flex-
ibility is discussed in [4] where a few examples of update
rules are provided for discrete observations and continuous
observations. The following update rule from [4] for type-2
trust statements can be seen as a generalization of the update
rule given in (3) for type-1 trust statements. Let ζ, γ, ψ be
constants in [0, 1].

pAP,i =

{
ζ · pAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

ψ1−oAP,i · pAP,i−1 + oAP,i otherwise
,

nAP,i =

{
ζ · nAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

γo
A
P,i · nAP,i−1 + (1− oAP,i) otherwise

(4)

A similar but simpler update rule that scales evidence so
that more recent evidence weighs more is given in [16].

3) Uncertainty: A lack of evidence implies uncertainty. The
trustor uses the domain knowledge to determine its (subjective)
way to build evidence. Regardless of how they build evidence,
what remains constant across trustors is that increasing the
amount of positive and negative evidence at hand by having
more observations shall increase the trustor’s confidence in
its trust computation. We use Josang’s definition to quantify
uncertainty uAP,i ∈ (0, 1]:1

uAP,i =
W

W + pAP,i + nAP,i

1W is determined by the two shape parameters of the prior beta distribution,
which are positive. For more information on Bayesian statistics see [12].

Obviously there is lack of evidence at the beginning when
there are no observations. This leads to absolute uncertainty
pAP,0 = 0, nAP,0 = 0, uAP,0 = 1. If the evidence taken by the
trustor from individual observations is low (i.e. if a lot of
observations are needed to gather reasonable evidence as far
as trustor A is concerned), then the weight WA would play
a significant role in trust computation for a long time. On
the other extreme, if each observation gives a lot of evidence
(as far as this trustor is concerned), WA’s impact on the
trust value computation is diminished after a small number
of observations.

Failure to make new observations can also increase uncer-
tainty, more so in a system where the most recent observations
matter the most, or the nature of the phenomenon in the trust
statement is changing over time (like well-being of a patient).
This is reflected to uncertainty via the evidence update, since
uncertainty is negatively correlated with the total evidence.

Confidence is tied to uncertainty: High uncertainty implies
lack of confidence. The relation between uncertainty uAP,i and
confidence value cvAP,i is defined as follows [4]:

cvAP,i = 1− uAP,i
D. Step 4: Trust Computation

Bayesian inference as described in Section III can be used
to calculate trust over time, under the light of new evidence.

More precisely, in equation (1), p(θ) represents the dis-
tribution for random variable z = p(S). For any prior trust
value a (initial trust without any evidence, also called the base
rate), a beta distribution Beta(α, β) with expected value aA

can be taken as the prior distribution so that, the conjugacy
between beta distribution and binomial likelihood can be used
to calculate the expected value of the posterior distribution
i.e. trust. The parameter WA, namely weight relating aA with
(α, β) as in α = aA ·WA and β = (1−aA) ·WA, determines
the strength of the prior trust. When WA is chosen larger,
the corresponding prior (beta) distribution will be narrower,
which can be interpreted as a stronger prior trust. When the
prior trust is strong, more evidence is necessary to change it.
In other words, for large values of WA (hence of α and β),
if k observations out of n point to positive evidence for the
truth of P , it will take longer for k+α

n+α+β , the expected value
of posterior distribution (computed trust) to deviate from aA.

In [18], Bayesian inference is used to update the prior prob-
ability with evidence to calculate a “projected probability”.
Projected probability is defined over what we call an opinion,
the four-tuple (b, d, u, a) - belief, disbelief, uncertainty, and
prior trust, where b+ d+ u = 1. In [18] projected probability
for an opinion is defined as b + u · a and it is assumed
that projected probability is equal to the expected value of
the posterior distribution. This implies the following bijection
between (pP , nP ), and (b, d, u, a) where pP = k, nP = n−k:

b =
k

n+ α+ β
=

pP
pP + nP +W

u =
α+ β

n+ α+ β
=

W

pP + nP +W



These equations indicate that uncertainty u as defined by
Jøsang decreases as more evidence is collected. The value of u
is always positive, since W is tied to positive shape parameters
α, β. In [4], the approach described above is followed, where
opinions are generated based on positive and negative evidence
and trust is computed via the formula b+ u · a:

tvAP,i =
pAP,i + aA ·WA

pAP,i + nAP,i +WA
(5)

In this paper, we use equation (5) to quantify trust as well.
However, there are some drawbacks of the approach in (5) as
is. When there is lack of observations, the evidence should
be decreased if the trust statement is of type-2. This is done
for example in [4] by scaling positive and negative evidence.
Hence, the total evidence heavily depends on relevant (more
recent) evidence. That implies, when there is no new evidence
for long enough, the positive and negative evidence will
essentially approach zero, and the trust value will approach
back to aA. However, most likely the initial trust value aA

is not relevant anymore. Moreover, if aA is relatively large,
that might even imply an increase in trust in the absence of
new evidence in some cases, which is unacceptable. In [4],
confidence (cvAP,i = 1− uAP,i) is used in combination with the
computed trust in the decision making process. This approach
in practice solves the problem of giving too much weight to
the prior trust when there is lack of evidence.

An additional approach that we propose in this paper is to
adjust the trust model to repeatedly update the prior trust, for
example by taking the computed trust to be the prior trust
for future observations. Note that every time the prior trust
is updated the evidence needs to be reset to zero in order
to prevent double counting. Using dynamic base rates for
reputation systems was earlier studied in [29] without going
into trust computation. One challenge then is to determine how
often the prior trust should be updated. For simplicity W can
be kept constant across updates of the prior. This is illustrated
in Example 2 in Section VI.

The answer to the question “how much evidence or how
many observations are enough?” can be considered as a result
of domain knowledge in combination with the subjective
approach in evidence building. The answer mainly depends on
WA and the amount of evidence collected from observations,
hence on how the impact of the prior trust decays as more
observations are made. This can be quantified by careful
choices of W and evidence weights and can be used together
with an appropriate threshold setting in decision making.

VI. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED TRUST
FORMALIZATION ON EXAMPLES

Example 1. P1: “The next toss of the given (fixed) coin will
yield heads.”

Consider a trustor A who wants to compute trust to P1.
For this trust statement and the binary domain X = {x, x},
assume that x corresponds to heads and x corresponds to tails.
Context and time are irrelevant here.
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Fig. 2: Behaviors of trust, uncertainty, confidence, and trust
times confidence over observation index.

Note that this is a type-1 trust statement and measurements
are direct experiments in the form of coin tosses. Observations
in this case are the same as measurements (evaluations are
implicit). For evidence update, an update rule as in equation
(3) can be used. That is, evidence update is just updating the
total number of positive and negative observations so far, and
the trust computation is as in equation (5).

The trustor can assume nothing is known about the coin
initially. Thus any value in [0, 1] can be considered equally
likely (i.e. a uniform distribution) before measurements start.
That implies, at the beginning he has a prior trust aA = 0.5
with WA = 2. If the trustor has a stronger bias for a certain
value of aA, he can choose a larger WA and a beta distribution
with shape parameters α = aA ·WA, β = (1− aA) ·WA.

In our simulation, an unfair coin whose probability of heads
is 0.7 is chosen and some noise is added to the data (Di

denotes the set of first i observations); some tosses are missed
by the trustor. In Figure 2, the behaviors of computed trust,
uncertainty and confidence over time are shown. When there
is no measurement, trust, uncertainty or confidence remain
constant. The figure also shows the trust-confidence product,
which can be an important metric in decision making when
combined with thresholding. In Figure 3 the corresponding
beta distributions at the beginning, after 30, 100 and 200
observations are shown. Starting from a prior distribution over
θ = p(S) that is uniform with E(p(θ)) = 0.5, increasing
number of observations implies for tvAP,i = E(p(θ|Di)) to be
closer to 0.7 and with smaller variance around the mean (i.e.
less uncertainty and more confidence).

Example 2. P2: “A given room is occupied.”
Consider a room where we measure the current CO2 level

with a sensor frequently. There is domain knowledge that as
people generate CO2 someone’s presence in the room shall
lead to higher levels of CO2. For low levels of CO2, however,
a decrease or increase is not indicative, since noise created by
external sources may play a dominant role.

The evaluation could be based on levels of CO2 combined



Fig. 3: The four graphs correspond to the uniform prior
distribution and the updated distributions after 30, 100 and
200 observations in Example 1.

Fig. 4: CO2 level (in parts per million by volume - ppm) versus
occupancy over a period of 6 days in Example 2.

with its trend (behavior) as given by the derivative of the
measured CO2 levels: increasing levels of CO2 support the
truth of the predicate. Hence, oAP,i can be a real number in
[0, 1] tied to the CO2 trend: close to or equal to 0 when CO2

level is low and/or when CO2 level is decreasing.
The data used in this is a set of occupancy detection

data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [5]. It
consists of multivariate time series data consisting of CO2,
temperature, humidity, and light measurements with a period
of one minute2. The data are meant as input for binary
classification of occupancy in a room. The ground truth data
(labels corresponding to data samples) are available thanks
to annotation of camera recordings (photos taken one minute
apart). The occupancy parameter stands for the ground truth,
where “1” stands for occupancy, “0” stands for no occupancy.
Figure 6 shows how CO2 behaves over time. The graph is
colored based on ground truth occupancy. The following rule
is used to obtain observation values from measurements:

oAP2,i =


0 if mA

P2,i
≤ 500,

0 if mA
P2,i

> 500 and mA
P2,i

< mA
P2,i−1

−1 no measurement captured
1 otherwise

2It consists of three data subsets of the same type and we employ the data
subset named training data.

Fig. 5: Observations, (positive) evidence and trust over time in
Example 2, showing only a few hours of data for readability.

Fig. 6: Trust and confidence values over time in Example 2.

In this experiment we employ the proposed dynamic prior
trust. After a certain number of observations (a window length
L), the positive evidence is reset to zero, and the trust value
computed after the previous observation is taken as the new
prior trust. We use the update rule in (6), which is very similar
to (4), and choose L = 10, ζ = ψ = γ = 0.5. Initially, the
prior trust is set to 0.5.

pAP,i =


ζ · pAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

oAP,i i ≡ 1(mod 10)

ψ · pAP,i−1 + oAP,i otherwise
,

nAP,i =


ζ · nAP,i−1 oAP,i = −1

1− oAP,i i ≡ 1(mod 10)

γo
A
P,i · nAP,i−1 + (1− oAP,i) otherwise

(6)

Typically, computed trust and confidence values are inputs
to a decision making task, which can, e.g., compare tv ·cv to a
threshold. We used 0.6 as the threshold value. In our decision
making tv · cv values greater than 0.6 indicate occupancy in
the room. Comparing to the ground truth with our trust based
occupancy detection on CO2 data gives 89% accuracy, 98%
precision and 52% recall rate.



VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we provided a formalization of computational
trust. It is an extension of existing Bayesian trust models (e.g.
[18], [25], [27]). Our first contributions are in the evalua-
tion and update steps, where measurements are evaluated as
observations, and observations are used to update evidence
in accordance with the expected behavior of the trust curve
encoded into update rules. Using different update rules gives
freedom to reflect the anticipated behavior to the resulting
trust curve. We provided a few example update rules. We also
proposed a dynamic prior trust (base rate) such that in the
absence of evidence, trust is not based on the initial prior
trust, which is potentially not relevant anymore. Moreover,
we listed the properties of a computational trust model and
steps needed to be taken for trust computation. For a given
trust statement, a trust value can be computed and updated
over time by employing these steps and the domain knowledge
(relevant measurements, a prior belief when past is relevant,
an understanding of how the trust curve should behave).

Computed trust is usually an input to a decision task. Our
ultimate goal is to position trust in decision making, that is to
come up with a decision making framework.

Multiple trust statements can be relevant to a decision to
be taken. In that case, most likely a combined trust value is
needed. For example, the well-being of a system may require
trust assessments of its parts and an interpretation of how these
are related. Moreover, for a given trust statement different
measurements could be relevant and there may be a need to
combine the evidence from these. How these combinations
should be performed is an area of potential research.

Another potential contribution for the future is in the
learning of the update rules, for example, via machine learning.
At the moment, the proposed model does not adjust itself for
improving the update rules and these are static. Ideally, the
trustor shall provide an initial update rule according to an
expected trust behavior (a trust curve over time) and the model
shall try to improve it over time.
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